
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
automation analyst. Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.
While this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have
all of the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for automation analyst

Owns the policies surrounding proper campaign building and setup in the
MAS to ensure all necessary data points are captured and campaign launch
activities operate seamlessly
Architect and steer implementation of MAS & CRM solutions that allow for
scalable, repeatable and comparable methods of measurement and
performance tracking related to campaign activities
Direct the efforts of the Marketing Analyst to analyze and report key
performance metrics and provide insights to marketing team and executives
The Automation Analyst is responsible for automating manual test cases
submitted to the TCOE
Participate in Functional Test defect triage meetings as needed to help
resolve defects uncovered by automated scripts
Assist in development of Testing Exit Reports for assigned projects
Collaborate with Test Data Lead and Test Data Analyst to ensure adequacy of
test data for assigned projects
Collaborate with Functional Testing Leads and Functional Testing Analysts to
better understand business requirements and application functionality
Define project time lines anddeliverables, support automation coding efforts
to bring theseinitiatives to fruition
Procurement reporting for MMR and GCPO executive reporting (reports

Qualifications for automation analyst

Example of Automation Analyst Job Description
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Capture learnings from winning and losing bids to strengthen the process for
preparing bids
Working collaboratively with various stakeholders to understand needs and
creatively putting together winning themes
Technical or trade school preferred
Additional assets would be experience with orchestration, infrastructure
testing, databases, web applications, TCP/IP Networking and routing, and
cloud service providers (AWS, Azure)
Minimum of 5+ years of Technical Analysis experience
Proficiency with MS Project, Excel and PowerPoint is required


